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Abstract

A radiatively cooled low power arcjet thruster named SAGAMI-II for the use in intermittent
operation has been newly designed and tested. It is a critical problem to accomplish stable discharge
with rapid generation and cut-off of the thrust, and moreover the electrode erosion associated with the
ignition has to be reduced. Unstable low voltage discharge is always observed immediately after the
ignition and it has been found that this unstable discharge deteriorates rapid thrust generation and causes
a large amount of electrode erosion. The phase transition from the low voltage phase to the high
voltage phase has turned out to be closely related to the plenum pressure in the start-up phase. In order
to accomplish the quick start-up, it is important to trigger the power supply under the condition of
high pressure level and to decrease the propellant dead volume. SAGAMI-II has accomplished rapid
thrust generation and cut-off within total transition time of 0.5 sec.

1. Introduction We have studied ignition characteristics of a low
power arcjet in order to clarify the feasibility of the

A 1kW class arcjet thruster is one of promising intermittent operaion.4 As the results, unstable discharge
electric propulsion devices for near future space missions occurring soon after the ignition turned out to interfere
such as north-south stationkeeping of geosynchronous rapid generation of the thrust and also seemed to be a
communication satellites and planetary exploration main reason for start-up erosion. Although ignition
satellites. In steady-state operation, some of arcjets have characteristics are closely related to several operational
already reached stage of flight-readiness, demonstrating parameters such as mass flow rates, discharge current, and
specific impulse values ranging 450 to 550 sec 1, and electrode geometry, we paid our attention especially to
even 600 sec was attained in laboratory model.2 Besides the relation of discharge modes and plenum pressure.
these ongoing studies of steady-state operation, an arcjet SAGAMI-II, a low power arcjet for the use in the
thruster for the use in intermittent operation could intermittent operation, has been newly designed on the
provide interesting applications even if arcjets would not basis of minimizing the dead volume of the thruster.
be installed on the spin axis, which enables steady-state This paper focuses efforts on parametrically
operation. An arcjet installed on the side of spin studying such elements that will establish the
stabilized satellite is planned to use for drag intermittent operation of an arcjet thruster with, 1) Quick
compensation thruster.3 This mission includes that an start and cut-off of the thrust, 2) Ignition reliability and
arcjet is operated within 90' and turned off in the 3) Reduction of electrode erosion.
remaining angle of 270' as conceptually shown in Fig.l.
If the spin-rate is 6 rpm for instance, the operational Spin Axis
duration of an arcjet corresponds to 2.5 sec. The total Orbit
number of ignitions will be more than 100,000 firings
depending on the mission requirement. It is a critical
problem to achieve the stable discharges with quick start-
up and cut-off of thrust and to reduce the electrode erosion
associated with the ignition phase. Operation
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2. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure The arc ignition was accomplished using a high voltage
pulse. This starting circuit repetitively generates high

Thruster The arcjet thruster (SAGAMI-II) used in voltage pulses of 1.5 kV and 20 psec in width every 100
this study is shown in Fig.2. The thruster head is msec until the main arc current over 1 A is detected.
designed very small in size with 23 mm in outer diameter
and 39 mm in length, expected to reach thermal Test Facility
equilibrium in several minutes. A tungsten anode, All tests were conducted in a vacuum tank 2.4 m
pressed into tapered outer body, is constituted from three in diameter and 4.0 m in length. This facility was
sections, namely converging section with 45' half cone evacuated by a mechanical booster pump and a rotary
angle, diverging section with 30' half cone angle, and pump. During arcjet operation, the pumps maintained
constrictor with 0.5 mm in diameter and 0.5 mm in the ambient pressure at approximately 3x10- 2 Torr.
length. The anode serves not only as constriction of the Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of the pulse
arc but also as an expansion nozzle with expansion area operation system installed in the vacuum tank. The
ratio of 256. A cathode which consists of 2%-thoriated power supply and E/M valves are automatically
tungsten with 2 mm in diameter has conical tip of 15' controlled by microcomputer for the designed operational
half cone angle. The anode/cathode gap, which is defined sequence.
as axial distance between the cathode tip and the Pressure ( Reservoir. Plenum)
constrictor inlet, is set to 0.0 m m . Propellant gas feed ...............................................................................................
penetrates the cathode holder straight into the plenum
chamber through the slits around the cathode rod. The
anode and the cathode are insulated by boron-nitride Reservoir Orifice
which endures up to 1,500'C in non-deoxidizing Valve i Thruster
atmosphere. Two pieces of carbon gasket are used for the I
sealing material.
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I 20mmOuter Bdy (Mo) Fig. 3 Intermittent propellant supply
Fig. 2 Cross section of a low power arcjet systems.

SAGAMI-II for intermittent operation.
Measurements The discharge current was measured

Propellant Feed System Hydrogen/nitrogen gas using a Hall-effect type current sensor. The discharge
mixture simulating the decomposed hydrazine is used for voltage was measured using a 40 to 1 voltage divider
the propellant with mass flow rate of 15 to 30 mg/s. It connected in parallel to the thruster. Since the arcjet is
was pre-mixed gas composed of 33.3% N2 and 66.7% H2 operated in floating potential from the vacuum tank
by mole fraction and stored in high-pressure bottles. potential, an isolation amplifier is employed in the
Since one of the most important objectives of this study voltage measuring line. The static pressure at the
is establishment of rapid generation of the thrust, it propellant feed line immediately upstream of the arcjet is
requires rapid pressure response of the propellant feed measured in substitution for the stagnation pressure of
system. Because thermal conductivity type mass flow plenum chamber. Since the dynamic pressure and the
controllers have settling-time of about ten seconds after pressure drop in the propellant feed line are negligible in
the valve is opened, this type of mass flow control comparison with the static pressure, this static pressure
method fails to accomplish rapid response. Then we would be considered as good approximation to the arc
adopted a pair of electromagnetic valves (E/M valve) with chamber pressure. The temperature of the thruster was
a sonic orifice in order to regulate mass flow. Since the measured by C-A thermocouple at the root of nozzle.
small volume of gas feed-line is favorable to faster
pressure response to the propellant inflow, the orifice in Experimental Procedure Since the ultimate purpose
the propellant line is placed immediately adjacent to the of this report was to establish the repetitive pulse
arcjet inlet. By arranging E/M valves, orifices, three operation of an arcjet , it was decided that the study was
types of propellant supply options are available as will carried out in three phases, they are, quick start and cut-
be described in detail in the next section, off, ignition reliability and electrode erosion. Above all

the first phase, achieving the rapid generation of thrust,
Power Supply The discharge power is supplied by a was recognized one of the most difficulties, so
200 kHz switching regulated DC power source with open experimental parameters such as propellant supply
circuit voltage of 155 Vdc and maximum current of 40 options, power trigger timing, mass flow rates and start-
A. Current ripple was about 10% at 10 A operation, up current were examined.
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Figure 4 shows three propellant supply options reached the high voltage phase and the low voltage

by arranging in the order of an E/M valve, an orifice and discharge was not observed. Figure 5 shows a typical
the propellant feed line, which has a role as a dead starting characteristics of B type with several mass flow
volume between the valve and the orifice. Each rates. Like Fig.4, a low voltage discharge immediately
propellant feed configurations has the characteristics after after the ignition was also observed, and increasing the
the E/M valve opened. A type : the plenum pressure mass flow rate decreases the transition time to high
gradually rises, B type : the pressure rapidly rises and C voltage phase.
type : the pressure overshoots the stable level and Ignrtion oce Thruster

gradually decays. Evaluating the each ignition stability A-Type va  350
such as discharge voltage, plenum pressure and the 300 300
feature of plasma plume, an optimum ignition procedure 250 J 250
was determined. Quick cut-off of thrust was also studied, 20 essure - 00

150 - _.50and a typical procedure of single-shot operation was 100 i Voltage C> 150
established. Using this procedure ignition reliability test 50 50
up to 1,200 shots was conducted and electrodes erosion 0 - o
rate accompanied with intermittent operation was also am
assessed. B-Type 350 -assessed. 300 300 g
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3. Quick Start-up and Cut-Off of the Thrust 1o0 -
E 5 0  

50
s 0 0 0 4 0 0gTypical starting characteristics for the three i_ I

propellant supply options are shown in Fig.5.
Receiving the trigger signal from a microcomputer, dc 300 m=30 350
power supply automatically generates its open circuit 250 300

voltage of 155 Vdc. After 0.1 sec the high voltage 200 - 250

pulses of 1.5 kV were generated and Paschen breakdown 150o 200
occurred. Before the discharge was stabilized, a period of 100 1oo
low voltage discharge was always observed following the 50 o
ignition. This phenomenon was characterized by its . 0
sudden transition to high voltage discharge. In that 0.2 0.4 6 0.8

period, a plasma plume was relatively smaller than a Time . sec
stable discharge and sparks from the nozzle were Fig. 6 Ignition characteristics with various
frequently observed. An ignition of C type quickly mass flow rates.
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Varying the trigger timing, the interval between Figure 8 shows the pressure response of thrust
the valve open and the power trigger, many starts were cut-off with the propellant supply option of B type and C
attempted for three propellant-feed options and several type respectively. Because the residual propellant gas in
mass flow rates. Figure 7 shows the ignition the feed line took a time to be evacuated, the pressure
characteristics with these parameters. The vertical axis response of thrust cut-off is a strong function of the
means the duration of low voltage discharge and the propellant dead volume. On the case of B type which had
horizontal means the plenum chamber pressure at the small dead volume, thrust cut-off was achieved within
ignition. In spite of the difference of mass flow rate, all 0.3 sec after the power supply was turned-off.
the ignition of B type indicates single characteristic Based on these experimental results,
curve. Moreover, the ignition of A and C type, mass intermittent operation has been compared. As the
flow of 20 mg/sec, also forms single characteristic curve, configuration of A type took a long time to start, the
It can be noticed that the difference of two characteristics ignition of B and C type were examined thereafter. A
came from the volume of propellant feed line. If the typical single-shot discharge of B type was shown in
volume from the orifice to constrictor inlet is small, Fig.9. The discharge current was 7.3 A and the mass
faster pressure response of the arc chamber can be flow rate was 20 mg/sec. A stable high voltage
expected. Consequently, decreasing the propellant dead discharge was achieved within 0.25 sec after the E/M
volume to maintain the high pressure of arc chamber valve opened and the thrust cut-off was within 0.3 sec
during the ignition is important factor to accomplish the after the power was turned-off.
quick start of arcjet
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4.2 Ignition Reliability and Erosion conducted to assess the electrodes erosion. 2.8 sec
operation and 8.2 sec interval and the thruster was

Ignition Reliability allowed to be chilled down for every 300/500/200/200
After the procedure of single-shot operation was shots. Therefore restarting procedures were carried out

found, repetitive operation of the arcjet was examined from the room temperature. After a series of the 1,200
according to the procedure. After more than several shots starting, the thruster was disassembled in order to
hundred starts were conducted, ignition failures began to measure the electrodes erosion and to inspect the shape.
be observed. Typical starting characteristics were shown Table 1 shows the measured erosion rates. Each column
in Fig.10 (a). Arc discharges generated by a high voltage corresponds to the 1,200 shots operation of C type
pulse circuit successfully proceeded but the current without PFN, C type with PFN and B type with PFN
immediately after the ignition always fell down to 2A respectively. From the comparison of upper two
before the main discharge was initiated. It can be said columns, the electrode erosion was increased by using the
that because the cathode spot generated by high voltage PFN. But the misfire more than 50 shots were occurred
pulse faded out during 200 isec, ignition failures for a series of the operation without PFN. The lower
sometimes occurred. To prevent this type of misfire , a two columns indicate the comparison of the propellant
pulse forming network circuit (PFN), which is the configurations for the start with PFN. It is clear that the
external circuit added to the high voltage igniter, was erosion rate of B type is more severe than that of C type.
employed as a trigger support system. The PFN is The photographs in Fig.11 (b) and (c) displays the side
designed with the charge-up voltage of 120 Vdc, the view of the cathode tip for the B and C type without the
discharge current of 10 A and the pulse width of 200 psec PFN. The both of the tip were recessed 0.35 mm from
in order to supply sufficient current until a stable the original position. Although the C type indicates that
discharge is established. Starting voltage and current the footprints of arc attachment were restricted to the
with the PFN were shown in Fig.10 (b). The current portion of the conical tip, the B type was allowed to all
drop is not observed and the repetitive intermittent the area of the conical tip. The photographs in Fig.12.
operation has been achieved without a misfire. Because were taken from upstream direction of the constrictor.
the impedance of the PFN was not strictly matched with While the B type has a lot of small craters all over the
the arc impedance at present, the current level close to 20 converging portion, the C type restricted them to only
A was sensed. The sequence was the entrance of the constrictor. Above all the discharge

region of B type was extended to the electrode barrel and
Electrode Erosion C type was limited around the cathode tip and constrictor

The repetitive intermittent operation of 1200 inlet.
shots for the configuration of B and C type were
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Fig. 10 Discharge voltage and current characteristics at the ignition.
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Table 1. Erosion rates with various propellant supply options.

Current Operation Erosion Erosion Rate RemarksTime Electrode
[A] [min] [Lg] [gg/sec] [g/Cycle] Miss Fire

C-type Cathode 214 6.06x10-3 0.178
without P 10.5 56 83 Shots
without PFN Anode 80 (increase) 2.27X 10 0.0667 8

Sincrease) (increase)

C-type Cathode 340 9.64x10"3  0.283C-type 10.5 56 8 shots
with PFN Anode 143 4.05x10 3  0.119 8 shots

B-type Cathode 533 16.35x10- 3  0.444
9.7 56 15 Shots

with PFN 97 5 Anode 408 12.52x10 3  0.34

1 mm

(a) Original (b) B-type propellant supply (c) C-type propellant supply

Fig.ll Side view of cathode tip after 1,200 shots of ignition.

0.5 mm

(a) Original (b) B-type propellant supply (c) C-type propellant supply

Fig. 12 Photograph of the converging section of the constrictor after 1,200 shots of
ignition.
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Curran et al.5 demonstrated by using axially 5. Conclusion
segmented anode that the location of the anode arc spot
moves downstream with the progress of time at the A low power arcjet SAGAMI-II for the use in
ignition. In this paper, we showed the existence of three intermittent operation has been newly designed and
discharge phases in ignition phase, the unstable, low- tested. The stable high voltage discharge has been
voltage phase and stable high-voltage phase. We have achieved within 0.1 sec after the propellant was injected
reached an interpretation that the difference between the into the plenum chamber and also accomplished thrust
discharge phases is essentially attributed to the location cut-off within 0.3 sec after the power supply was turned
of anode spot, namely difference between the low-voltage off. Repetitive intermittent operation up to 1200 shots
and high-voltage mode: The first path of arc column will has been successively accomplished. From the data
be generated between the tapered side of the cathode and presented in this report, several conclusions were
converging side of the anode. If the dynamic pressure of obtained.
propellant becomes considerably large, the column will
be forced to migrate downstream 6 and stable arc path 1) A duration of low voltage mode is observed
between the cathode tip and the diverging side of the immediately after the ignition. The duration of that
anode will be formed. Because the static pressure at the mode was a strong function of the plenum pressure
upstream of the constrictor is high, the current path has and the dead volume of propellant feed line. It is
tendency to form a spot-like filament. The electrode important to trigger the arcjet under the high
erosion was so severe to make craters. On the contrary, pressure of the plenum chamber and to decrease the
the pressure at the downstream of the constrictor is low, propellant feed line length.
the attached current is diffusive to the anode. The erosion 2) The ignition reliability was influenced by the
was not so evident, control of the DC power supply at ignition phase.

We are now trying direct measurement of the By adding a pulse forming network, the reliability
thrust in intermittent operation. Although thrust was extremely improved.
measurement of the arcjet in steady-state operation is 3) Since most of the electrode erosion occurred at start-
comparatively easy by the pendulum type thrust stand, 2  up of low voltage mode, it is also important to
quick response to the thrust, in addition to the accuracy achieve a quick transition to the stable high-voltage
of the thrust level, is required for the intermittent discharge in order to decrease the electrodes erosion.
operation. Up to now, we have obtained steady-state
performance of SAGAMI-II as shown in Fig.13.
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